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Introduction

Montney AFE vs. Actual Drilling Costs
Operator on
Record

# Montney wells
completed since
Jan 2012 that went
over AFE*

Total AFE for wells
that went over
(million$)

Total Drilling Costs
for wells that went
over (million$)

Mean Overage per
Well

A

5 of 7

17.085

25.753

$1,733,000

B

2 of 4

9.631

12.716

$1,542,000

C

16 of 35

110.122

132.242

$1,382,000

D

4 of 13

22.227

25.552

$831,000

E

4 of 9

7.204

9.808

$651,000

F

1 of 1

2.300

2.883

$583,000

G

9 of 53

32.264

35.730

$385,000

H

18 of 99

44.356

50.728

$354,000

I

59 of 165

166.726

184.127

$295,000

J

19 of 60

46.193

51.753

$293,000

*For wells where drilling AFE and actual cost were available in the WCFD as of March 2015.
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Yeah, but that’s rig stuff, right?

Wait (880 hrs)
Directional (1,285 hrs)

Rig
(1,234 hrs)

Fishing
(866 hrs)
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Same study…

Wellbore instability (42 hrs)
Well control
(751 hrs)

Fishing (1,167 hrs)

Lost circulation
(661 hrs)
Tight hole
(1,232 hrs)
Stuck pipe (510 hrs)

Sidetrack (260 hrs)
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So How Is Geomechanics
Involved?

Key Parameters in Geomechanics
3 in situ stress magnitudes
and directions

rock properties and
fluid pressures
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How Do These Change When…
…you drill a well?
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How Do These Change When…
…you inject
200 train cars
of sand into
the ground?
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Geomechanics in Oil and Gas
mechanical rock
property
determination

pore pressure
analysis

minifrac
interpretation

drilling problem
diagnosis

in situ stress
determination
drilling
recommendations

(mud weight, casing points, etc.)

mechanical
reservoir
modeling

caprock
integrity
analysis
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sand
production
analysis

induced
seismicity risk
analysis

analysis of
fracture/fault
mechanics

hydraulic
fracture
modeling

natural fracture
characterization
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Geomechanics and Drilling

Stress-induced Borehole Failure
• Breakouts and tensile cracks are caused by the wellbore stress
concentration
• The stress concentration is a
function of
•
•
•
•
•

in situ stresses
rock strength
formation pressure
mud weight
hole orientation
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stress concentration
breakouts
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tensile
cracks
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Stress-induced Borehole Failure
• Breakouts and tensile cracks are caused by the wellbore stress
concentration
• The stress concentration is a
function of
•
•
•
•
•

in situ stresses
rock strength
formation pressure
mud weight
hole orientation

P

angular
breakout
width

• Practical limits on breakout width:
• 90 in a vertical well
• 60 in a horizontal well
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When Breakouts Occur
• Happens because mud weight is too low or
pressure swab
• Hole is harder to clean because annular velocity
is reduced in the enlarged sections
• In highly deviated wells,
• Cuttings beds build to uncleanable levels
• Steering issues may occur

• Getting a good cement job becomes harder
• In open hole completions or in perforated zones, may affect
completions (e.g., setting packers, initiating hydraulic fractures)
• Excess material may increase the risk of lost circulation
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Lost Circulation
• Reason 1: Stress concentration becomes overly tensile (mud
weight too high or pressure surge), and unintentional hydraulic
fractures form
• Reason 2: Well intersects a permeable zone, depleted zone or
pre-existing fractures/faults
• 2 usually happens below the pressure at which 1 would happen
• In 2, the fluid sometimes returns when the fluid pressure in the
well is reduced (a.k.a. ballooning or breathing)
• The pressure at which 1 occurs can decrease significantly by
cooling of the wellbore
© 2018 Enlighten Geoscience Ltd.
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The Mud Weight Window
Myth:
• You keep the mud weight as low as possible above the
formation pressure

Fact:
• You need to keep the mud weight
• above the limit to prevent excessive breakout
• below the point at which serious tensile failure occurs
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The Mud Weight Window

GeoSmart
software, by
PetraBytes Inc.
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What to Look For
Problems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hole cleaning problems
High volumes of cuttings on shakers
Fill on bottom, tagging high
Splintery (“pressure”) cavings
Tight hole, pack off, stuck pipe
Overpull, high torque
Sloughing shales

Potential Geomechanical Causes

Common Mitigation Tactics

• Excessive breakouts or washouts
(high stress concentration around
the well and/or low rock strength)

• Increase mud weight
• Ream/clean zones repeatedly

• Platy/tabular cavings

• Anisotropic rock strength

• Differential sticking
• Lost circulation at lower pressures
than expected

• Drilling through
depleted/underpressured zones

• Rotate or work pipe when
not drilling
• Decrease mud weight
• Circulate LCM
• Control drill

• Shows, inflows, kicks
• Connection or trip gas
• Loss/gain (wellbore “breathing” or
“ballooning”)

• Drilling through overpressured
zones

• Increase mud weight
• Circulate out gas
• Flare

• Low rate of penetration

• Excessive cuttings/cavings causing
effective mud density increase

• Decrease mud weight
• Increase weight on bit
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What to Look For
Problems

Potential Geomechanical Causes

Common Mitigation Tactics

•
•
•
•

Stuck pipe, pack off, tight hole
Bridges
Blocky cavings (“rubble”)
Loss/gain (wellbore “breathing” or
“ballooning”)
• Increasing problems as exposure time
increases
• Jammed core barrel

• Mud penetration into pre-existing
natural fractures or faults

• Change mud weight or type
• Prevent mud penetration via
filter cake or LCM

• Significant/total lost
circulation/returns

• Unintentional hydraulic fracture

• Reduce mud weight
• Use LCM

• Chemically reactive shales

• Change mud chemistry, type
and/or salinity

• Pre-existing fractures
• Crossing a boundary between rocks
with different strengths/properties
• Position of breakouts

• Reorient toolface
• Slide drill
• Control drill

•
•
•
•

Swelling shales
Bit balling
Mud changes (e.g., milky, thick, sticky)
Stuck pipe and pack off

• Horizontal steering problems
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Other Geomechanics-related Problems
• Shear failure along pre-existing shear planes (faults/fractures)
• Failure due to planes of weakness (e.g., weak bedding)
• Rubble-ization of pre-fractured rock (cavings)
• Rapid, large stress changes (e.g., near salt bodies or faults)
• Excessive sand production in
poorly consolidated
formations
• Very high pore pressure and
very small mud weight
windows (kicks, blowouts)
• Coal stability
• Steering problems
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Problems Lead to Hidden Costs
“A detailed study of wells with high NPT showed that virtually all major
events were preceded by near misses, such as tight hole, packoffs, or
cavings. It was also observed that the manner in which drill crews
respond to near misses results in preventative operations with large
hidden costs becoming routine, even when they were not needed…. On
a global basis, the hidden cost of these operations was believed to be
greater than the actual NPT….When near misses are addressed at lower
levels in the planning and execution process, hidden costs decrease,
footage per day increases, and NPT is eliminated.”
“The dominant borehole performance limiter is instability. The resulting
hole enlargement creates high NPT, sidetracks, reduces cuttings
transport efficiency and results in very significant hidden costs.”
Dupriest, et al., 2010
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When to Act
WORST

BEST

Dupriest, et al., 2010
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When to Act

Dupriest, et al., 2010

“Experience with the detailed analyses and field implementations
have lead to the general conclusion that all wells should be drilled
with the highest practical MW [mud weight].”
27

Arguments Against Using Higher Mud Weights,
and Responses to Them
• Increasing mud weight will lower ROP

• The effect of MW on ROP is usually less than people think
• Slow ROP is less costly than stability problems
• Would you rather risk spending days at 0 m/d?

• It will cause bit dysfunction

• Use the right bit and BHA for the job

• It will worsen formation damage and cause differential sticking
• Focus on mud chemistry

• It will cause lost circulation
•
•
•
•

Stay in the mud weight window (means you have to calculate it!)
Control ECD and surge/swab effects
Use LCM
Liner drill

• Mud penetration into natural fractures will potentially cause slip or cavings
• Slow drill, keep mud at the lowest possible end of the mud weight window
• Liner drill

• I want to drill underbalanced…
© 2018 Enlighten Geoscience Ltd.
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Underbalanced Drilling

Jacobs, 2015

• The formation is critical, has to be suited to UBD
• Mechanically stable
• Chemically non-reactive
(Neither property is very common in shales)
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Geomechanics and Completions

A Far From Complete Timeline
more than
100,000
treatments
performed

Mitchell Energy
experiments with HZs,
multiple stages and fluids
in the Barnett and finds
success with slickwater

mid
1970s

1949

2002

first hydraulic
fracture
models
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2010s

1980s and 90s

1956
HF introduced to
industry in a paper
by J. B. Clark;
Halliburton patents
the procedure

MSHF explodes

U.S. DOE, GRI and
operators begin
trying to produce
gas from shale
GOHFER
model
introduced –
2D, single
stage, vertical
wells

Mitchell merges
with Devon and
MSHF accelerates
industry-wide
commercial
3D models for
MSHF
emerging
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Why Not Just Pump and Pray?

350% increase in
7 years since
2001

Hmmm, perhaps
we should
optimize…
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Modern Hydraulic Fracture Models
• More than 15 different software programs available
• Web sites usually have a lot of info
• Trial licenses usually available
• Variable adherence to the fundamental physics,
geology and geologic processes
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GOHFER model (baree.net)
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Modern Hydraulic Fracture Models
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3-dimensional
Multiple stages
Asymmetrical fractures
Stage-to-stage stress
Problem: this all requires an
interference
awful lot of data for inputs,
Structural controls on
fracture
and
hardly anybody is
propagation
collecting data these days.
Interaction with natural
fractures
DFIT/minifrac analysis
Production forecasts
Real-time enabled
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Smart et al., 2014
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Trends in Hydraulic Fracturing

Oklahoma Geological Survey
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Trends in Hydraulic Fracturing
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Trends in Hydraulic Fracturing

Amorocho et al., 2015
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Trends in Hydraulic Fracturing
FRAC STAGES
AND PORTS

heel

toe

PRODUCTION LOG

“CRITICALLY
STRESSED”
FRACTURE DENSITY

NATURAL
FRACTURES
PICKED FROM
IMAGE LOGS

LOGS

• $10’sK

FRAC
STAGE

• $100’sK +

SMART
DECISIONS

• Priceless

Based on SPE 145849 and SPE 146912
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A New Act for Geomechanics
traditional concerns

newer concerns

Drilling Risk
Reduction

Completions
and Production
Optimization

Geomechanical Setting
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Contact Information
amy.fox@enlightengeoscience.com
(587) 436-8376

